
Jessica Freeth 
 
What do you do other than teach?  
I am currently studying a Bachelor of Security Studies at Macquarie University and will be 
completing my degree at the end of 2019. 
 
What is your proudest teaching moment?  
My proudest teaching moment was being able to go on stage and assist my first 
choreographed dance alongside my beautiful tap class. This moment was especially amazing 
due to the fact that my first ever class at Pliè back in 2003 was Tap. Having this be my first 
class and being able to mentor my Juniors just like I was by my teachers meant a great deal to 
me and I was so proud of the girls after their performance as it was many of their first times 
on stage. 
 
What is your proudest dancing achievement? 
My proudest dancing achievement would have to be my involvement in the USA tour in 
2015. Being able to travel across the world with some of my best friends and experiencing a 
level of performance that we had not seen before was truly incredible. For many kids, seeing 
a Disney land Parade would be a dream come true and I was able to perform in it myself at 
the age of 17. Dance gave me the freedom to be independent and the ability to experience 
my first trip overseas under the supervision of Miss Vic was truly amazing.  
 
Do you still perform? 
Yes I still perform. 2018 will be my 13th year as a competitive dancer. One thing that dance 
taught me growing up was how to manage my time effectively and that shows as I am still 
able to teach and take classes while studying at uni. This year I will be competing in Opens 
Jazz, Musical Theatre, Lyrical and Contemporary. 
 
What is your favourite performance? 
My favourite performance of all time was a dance called Fiesta which was a quintet we 
performed when I was 12, choreographed by Carl. 
 
What do you love to do in your spare time? 
My spare time usually consists of hanging out with friends and exercising, including things 
like going on walks in a group, swimming at the beach or enjoying a movie night. 
 
What is your favourite musical or ballet? 
My favourite musical of all time is Wicked. I loved the Wizard of Oz growing up and the level 
of dancing, acting and singing by the cast in this musical is truly incredible. Wicked in my 
opinion is the height of entertainment and a level of professional performance that I hope all 
young dancers aspire to. 
 
Who is your favourite dancer? 
My favourite Dancer and the reason I wanted to join Tap was because of Michael Flatly and 
the river dance. I often watched this as a kid and decided that Tap was something that I 
wanted to try. I’m so grateful to Flatly and the amazing ability he has a tap dancer and thank 
him for sending me down a path that I’m so glad I’m on. 



 
Who is inspires you? 
My mum Julie is my inspiration. Mum was not a dancer and had no experience in anything to 
do with dance other than being a supportive mother. As soon as I took interest and asked to 
do Tap she signed me up and was completely accepting of me trying other styles when it was 
suggested that I do so. Mum drove me to dance 5 days a week some years, said yes to joining 
Stage Class, did my hair and makeup, enrolled me in Eisteddfods to do solos, drove me to 
competitions and private lessons on Sunday afternoons, watched every performance I ever 
did, payed for my tuitions including helping me pay for America, spent countless hours at the 
studio and most importantly gave me the tools and support I needed to excel to the best of 
my ability. Without my mum there would be no dance in my life and she was there even in 
the toughest of times through injury, my teenage years and the chaos that comes along with 
life in general. I could always count on her to be there regardless of what I needed and I still 
can to this day. 
 
Favourite memory of growing up (or starting out) at Plie? 
A personal and crowd favourite Miss Jess memory was at Stage class camp one year and I’m 
pretty sure Miss Vic has told everyone whose ever attended Camp this story. As typical social 
teenagers we decided to take the mattresses off the beds and all lay on the floor. When 
there wasn’t enough room I decided to climb up on the bunk bed and long story short I got 
my leg stuck in that slats of the bed. Miss Vic then had to get the news that she had to use a 
screwdriver to get my leg out from the bed after several attempts at using shampoo to slip it 
out. Safe to say that the following year they had fixed the beds and I don’t think anyone will 
make that mistake again.  
 
 
What was your first Plie routine you either danced in or taught? 
The first routine I taught was a Tap Dance to Footloose 
 
Funniest moment on stage? 
My favourite memory on stage was when I got stuck in the curtain and made myself into a 
human burrito trying to get out. 
 
What is your career goal? 
My overall career goal is to finish my degree and go into a job that I love doing every day. I’ve 
always admired Miss Vic’s drive in every aspect of her work and I hope that one day I am able 
to go into a field that I enjoy as much as she enjoys her work, while continuing to teach and 
inspire young ones. 
 
Favourite holiday destination? 
My family trips were always to Shoal Bay so I would have to say that that is my favourite.  
 
Do you have a pet? Tell us about them! 
Yes! I have a dog named Patch who is a black and white spotty Maltese. Unfortunately he is 
getting a bit old as he turns 14 this year. Besides that we have fish and budgies. 
 
 



Favourite performer (singer, dancer, actor- whoever) 
I have so many favourite performers it’s too hard to choose but a favourite singer of mine is 
Vance Joy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


